, understanding the subtle balance of molecular recognition events that confer drug resistance in HIV-1 is crucial to the development of second generation drugs in the treatment of HIV-1 infection.
substrate sequences within the Gag polyprotein (matrix-cur primarily between the backbone of the protease and the backbone of the substrates (Figure 2 ). Eight capsid [MA-CA], capsid-p2 [CA-p2], p2-nucleocapsid [p2-NC], and p1-p6) and two correspond to substrate completely conserved hydrogen bonds involve substrate residues, P4-P4Ј, and protease residues Asn25Ј, sequences within the Pol polyprotein (reverse tran-
scriptase-RNaseH [RT-RH] and RNaseH-integrase [RH-
Gly27/27Ј, Asp29/29Ј, and Gly48/48Ј. In addition, there are six partially conserved hydrogen bonds: four involv-IN]). The MA-CA complex crystallized in the space group I222 with two dimers in the asymmetric unit and dif-ing the backbone atoms and two involving a substrate side chain and the amino nitrogen atom of Asp29/29Ј fracted to a resolution of only 2.9 Å . The remaining complexes crystallized in space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 with similar and Asp30/30Ј. In p1-p6 and RH-IN, where the backbone conformations are altered at P3 and P4, several other-cell dimensions and diffracted to 2.0 Å resolution with many water sites resolved in the electron density. De-wise conserved backbone hydrogen bonds are disrupted (Table 3A ). In RH-IN, RT-RH, and p2-NC, a con-cameric peptides were used in the crystallization. Although all ten residues in the peptide were not always served glycine residue at P4Ј forms a hydrogen bond between P4ЈN and Asp29Ј OD2. Thus, many hydrogen resolved, in every case, the longer peptide uniquely oriented the protease dimer in the crystal cell. The direction bonds formed between the substrate peptides and the inactive protease are not sequence specific in the com-of the peptide through the dimer in the asymmetric unit depended, however, on which peptide was bound. Of plex, as they are with the backbone atoms of the peptides. the five complexes having the same space group, two had the peptide oriented in one direction, and three had Substrate-Specific Hydrogen Bonds Specificity is often conferred in protein-ligand interac-the peptide oriented in the opposite direction. Having these six substrate protease complexes to analyze thus tions by hydrogen bonds between side chains. This is especially the case for proteases that often need to reduced the possibility that the changes observed from one monomer to the other were primarily due to crystal cleave at a particular site. In the six complexes studied, each substrate peptide formed between one and three packing.
All six substrate peptides were bound in an extended side chain hydrogen bonds with the protease (Table 3B) . Although these hydrogen bonds did not form between conformation with an inactive variant (D25N) of HIV-1 protease. In all the complexes, the residues that should any specific residue or site, they often involve the P2/ P2Ј or P3/P3Ј residues of the peptide. Only four protease correspond to the P1 and P1Ј sites within the peptides, as previously identified from enzymatic studies [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , side chains (Arg8/8Ј, Asp29, Asp30/30Ј, and Gln58Ј) formed direct side chain hydrogen bonds with the sub-bridged the asparagines in the mutated "active site." The substrates formed hydrogen bonds with the protease strate peptides. When the P2/P2Ј residue is either Glu or Gln, as in CA-p2, p2-NC, and p1-p6, the side chain flaps, making a parallel ␤ sheet with one flap on the unprimed side and an antiparallel ␤ sheet on the primed makes a hydrogen bond with Asp30Ј OD2 as well as with the amide nitrogens of aspartic acid residues 29 side, as has been seen previously in complexes of peptidomimetics [31, [41] [42] [43] . A sharp deviation in the backbone and 30. The latter hydrogen bonds are also formed when P2/P2Ј is either Asp or Asn. The absence of a polar side torsion occurred at the cleavage site (P1-P1Ј; φ Ϸ Ϫ85Њ, Ϸ 50Њ) about the scissile peptide bond. This alteration chain at the P2/P2Ј position in the structures MA-CA, RT-RH, and RH-IN prevents them from forming this kind enables the carboxyl oxygen of P1 to make an invariant hydrogen bond with the "catalytic" Asn25Ј ND2. of hydrogen bond. Two other side chain hydrogen bonds are formed, however, in MA-CA: one between SerP4 OG and Asp30 OD2 and one between GlnP3 OE1 and Arg8Ј Analysis of the Complexes: Binding of Substrate Peptides NH2. In addition, in the RT-RH and RH-IN complexes, AspP3Ј forms a salt bridge with Arg8. The RT-RH com-Conserved Hydrogen Bonds Because the substrates bind primarily in ␤ strand con-plex also makes a hydrogen bond between TyrP1Ј OH and Arg8 NH1, the only instance at either P1 or P1Ј formations, most of the conserved hydrogen bonds oc- where this kind of hydrogen bond is formed. Thus, no substrate and protease bind and the extent to which their shapes are complementary. A total of 900-1000 Å 2 single substrate side chain hydrogen bond is conserved between all six substrate complexes. of the accessible substrate surface is buried by the protease upon substrate binding (Table 2) . These exten-Shape Complementarity Less specific, yet still important to binding, are the sive buried surface areas are on par with many proteinprotein interfaces. The shape complementarity between changes in solvent-accessible surface area [44] when shape are conserved, a consensus volume was calcu-into solvent as the backbone of P4 and the arginine wrap back against the leucine at P1. The average sum lated based on the volume occupied by the six substrate peptides [46] when the terminal domains of the com-of the buried surface area for the residues at P1 and P3/P4 is 300 Å 2 compared with 230 Å 2 for P1Ј and P3Ј. plexes were superimposed. This volume is asymmetric in shape, with a toroid on the unprimed side of the Although this conservation of substrate shape could not be easily predicted from sequence homology, a specific cleavage site and an extended shape on the primed side ( Figure 1B ). In the four peptides corresponding to the shape is the likely determinant of whether or not a particular sequence is recognized as a substrate by HIV-1 MA-CA, CA-p2, p2-NC, and RT-RH cleavage sites, the toroid is formed by the side chain at P1 packing against protease. (Table 1) In addition, the back-tides by hydrogen bonding to the carbonyl oxygens of the peptide to which the protease in the absence of bone of the protein rearranges between residues 45-50 and 78Ј-82Ј, much more around the P1/P3 pocket than water could not directly hydrogen bond.
Water Mediation in Substrate Recognition the side chain at P3, while the peptide backbone remains in an extended conformation. In the remaining two pep-As with the substrate side chain hydrogen bonds, the conserved hydrogen bonds between the peptides with tide structures corresponding to the p1-p6 and RH-IN cleavage sites, however, the toroid is formed not by the water primarily involve backbone atoms. Five waters are completely conserved between the five structures that side chains but rather by a change in peptide backbone conformation. In the peptide p1-p6
Several additional waters surround each of the pep-the P1Ј/P3Ј pocket. Both the position and conformation of Phe53, which makes van der Waals contacts with tides but do not make direct hydrogen bonds ( Figure  1C ). The major role of these waters appears to be to the substrates in these pockets, are highly variable and depend on the substrate, especially in the P1/P3 pocket. occupy space. While the residues on the primed side of the peptides generally do not form the peptidic toroid, This increased variability in the P1/P3 pocket reflects the more variable conformations adopted by that region when water molecules within 4.5 Å of the peptide are analyzed, a cluster of waters is seen on the primed side of the peptide. In contrast, the conformations of the residues that but not on the unprimed side ( Figure 1C ). This cluster, which is located at the position between the P1Ј and make up the P2 and P2Ј pockets are much more rigid. These residues include Asn(Asp)25, Gly27, Ala28, P3Ј residues where a toroid could have formed if the peptides were more symmetric, further accentuates the Asp29, and Asp30, whose positions and conformations remain unchanged among the different protease-pep-asymmetry of the bound peptide. This cluster of water molecules might aid in the recognition of the peptide tide complexes and on either side of the peptide. The side chain of Asp30 makes only minor adjustments be-by the protease or be crucial for product release once the substrate is cleaved.
tween the different complexes. The only variability in the P2/P2Ј pockets are residues Ile47, Ile50, and Ile84Ј. They are located on the edge of the P1/P3 pockets.
Analysis of the Complexes: Adaptation
Thus, although the P2 and P2Ј pockets accommodate of the Protease a variety of different types of side chains, their structures Overall Protease Conformation remain rigid. When the protease binds a substrate, the structural sym-
Conservation of Hydrogen Bonds within metry of the protease homodimer is broken as the mono-
the Protease mers adjust to accommodate the asymmetric peptides.
A total of 158 hydrogen bonds are conserved among Double difference plots of each dimer showed that their at least five of the six substrate complexes (140 in all monomers varied in several regions (data not shown).
complexes) within the HIV-1 protease dimer. In the 99-The outer loop residues, 16-18, 35-41, and 65-70, which residue monomer, only 40 side chains are polar, and vary the most between monomers, however, have higher only 16 of those 40 form hydrogen bonds. These 16 temperature factors and are near crystal contacts. To residues form a total of 16 hydrogen bonds between distinguish between structural changes in the protease side chains and 28 hydrogen bonds to backbone atoms monomers due to substrate binding from those due to within the dimer. Twelve of the 16 residues are also crystal packing, the protease complexes were aligned extremely well conserved, mutating less than 1% of the and an average ␣-carbon structure was calculated time in protease sequences from treated patients (Table based on the direction of the bound peptide ( Figure 3A ). 4A) [48] . In fact, only Gln58, Asp60, Thr74, and Asn88 Since the protease dimers were not all oriented the same mutate more than 1% of the time, and Asp60, Thr74, and way within the unit cell, the influence of crystal packing Asn88 are hydrogen bonded to each other and usually on the average structure was reduced. Nevertheless, mutate to maintain the hydrogen bonds. The rest of the variations in temperature factors tend to correspond to hydrogen bonding involves fairly nonspecific backbone the same regions of the protein between the various ␤ interactions, which account for the vast majority of complexes. When a double difference plot (data not the secondary structure in the protease.
shown) was calculated between the two monomers of
Conservation of Water Structure within the average protease structure, two additional regions the Protease were seen to vary: residues 48-54 (the tips of the flaps) Not only are the protein-protein hydrogen bonds highly and 78-83 (the P1-loop). Unlike the other loops, these conserved among the various complexes, but the intertwo regions have below average temperature factors nal water molecules are also highly conserved among and line the walls of the active site ( Figure 3B Water molecules that bridge regions of the active site of Asn83 and Asn88 at the base of the P1-loop. In addition to this network of hydrogen bonds, a total of 12 are likely to be crucial to substrate recognition. As described above, the protease accommodates the sub-symmetric water molecules, 6 from each monomer, fur- Figure 4A) . These water molecules thus mediate distant tertiary interactions between three separate What is necessary and sufficient for a particular peptide sequence to be specifically recognized as a substrate loops, primarily through backbone atoms. The terminal domain, which is also the dimerization interface, con-for HIV-1 protease? The structures of the six enzymesubstrate complexes we have determined lead us to tains an eight-water set (four of the waters are symmetric) that, like the domain itself, is very well ordered and conclude that the peptide must be able to form a relatively extended conformation to partake in the numerous highly conserved. The rmsds of these waters are only 0.2 Å . These waters (W19-W22) cap the ends of the backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds necessary for substrate binding. To achieve specificity, P1 and P3 small ␤ sheet, which is made of the interdigitating termini (or the P3/P4 region) must contact each other on the if they confer some drug-resistant characteristics. Throughout all these changes, however, the enzyme unprimed side of the protease cleavage site to form a toroid. Rather than recognizing a particular amino acid must continue to function and recognize the various substrate sites within the Gag and Pol polyproteins. As sequence, the protease recognizes a shape. On the other side of the cleavage site, P1Ј and P3Ј, there must the secondary structure of HIV-1 protease is primarily ␤ sheet, the vast majority of the tertiary hydrogen bonds be enough space for water to access the peptide. Whether this water is there for substrate recognition or are between backbone atoms. A total of only 4 side chains are involved in protein-substrate hydrogen for product release is still unclear. The conformational degrees of freedom must therefore allow the peptide bonds, 17 side chains are involved in protein-protein hydrogen bonds, and 12 are involved in water-mediated to be sufficiently extended for the necessary hydrogen bonding to occur but not so extended that it precludes protein-protein hydrogen bonds. A vast majority of these hydrogen bonds exist in both monomers of the protease the formation of either a toroid or a cluster of water. That specificity of protein interaction is determined by and are highly conserved across the six substrate complexes that we have described. In addition, these hydro-shape rather than a particular set of hydrogen bonds has been noted before [55] but not in describing the gen bond-forming side chains rarely mutate within the protease genes found in the treated patient population, specificity of HIV protease.
As only six of the ten substrate sequences in the Gag thus confirming their importance to the enzyme (Tables  4A and 4B ). Overall, 47.5 % of the hydrophilic residues and Pol polyproteins were successfully crystallized, it is reasonable to ask whether the other four substrate within HIV protease mutate less than 1% of the time, and the rate of mutation is much less for those side sites would likely conform to this conserved shape. (Studies are currently underway to solve the rest of the chains forming hydrogen bonds, whereas only 25% of the hydrophobic residues are so highly conserved [48] . complexes.) In fact, P1 and P3 in the remaining sequences tend to be larger than P1Ј and P3Ј, suggesting
The most highly conserved residues are the structurally unique glycine and proline residues (Table 4B ). By utiliz-that the trends described above will be borne out in protease complexes with these four remaining peptide ing primarily a network of backbone and water-mediated hydrogen bonds, the protease can tolerate a high rate substrates. The sequences of the four remaining peptides (Table 1) 
are highly hydrophobic and insoluble, of mutation while still preserving its structural scaffold. probably contributing to their reluctance to crystallize under conditions that have been successful for most
Biological Implications other protease complexes. Another possible contributing factor is that three of the four remaining peptides, Many of the most effective antiviral drugs used to treat AIDS to date target the HIV protease. All of these drugs trans frame peptide-protease (TF-PR), auto-proteolysis were the successful results of structure-based drug de-(AutoP), and protease-reverse transcriptase (PR-RT), sign. The enzyme was a prime target, since it processes correspond to substrate sites involving regions of HIV-1 the Gag and Pol polyproteins at ten sites and allows for protease [56] itself. Therefore, at least half of the sethe maturation of the immature virion, thus enabling the quences of these substrate peptides are identical with spread of the virus. HIV-1 protease is a symmetric homostructured regions of the protease and may thereby disdimer with the active site at the dimer interface, but rupt crystal formation. its substrate sites are asymmetric and nonhomologous.
The hydrophobic toroid at P1-P3 may indicate a new
Nevertheless, this enzyme is not a general protease, but avenue for future drug design. All the currently marketed its specificity is not easily determined from the sedrugs developed against HIV-1 protease bind predomiquences of the cleavage sites alone. In this study, we nantly to the protease between the P2-P2Ј positions.
determined the crystal structures of six complexes of an Since these sites directly bridge the active site, even inactive (D25N) HIV-1 protease bound to six decameric though the compounds are not themselves symmetric, peptides corresponding to the cleavage sites within the they cover the same region in both monomers of the Gag and Pol polyproteins. Analysis of these structures protease. When a drug-resistant mutation does occur, shows that the protease recognizes an asymmetric it can therefore affect the inhibitor's binding at two indeshape adopted by the substrate peptides rather than a pendent sites. The data presented in this paper suggest particular amino acid sequence. The binding interface is that this shortcoming of the current anti-HIV-1 drugs approximately 1000 Å 2 , on par with many other proteincould be decreased or eliminated by designing an inhibiprotein molecular recognition surfaces. In binding the tor that, rather than covering the region from P2-P2Ј, substrate, however, the protease adapts, and its symcovers the region from P3-P1Ј. This design might prometry is broken. Although substrate is recognized by a duce a drug that interacts with the relatively invariant slightly altered enzyme conformation, the overall pattern Asp29 and Arg8 and would likely produce inhibitors that of hydrogen bonds and water structure is conserved. are less susceptible to drug resistance. If such inhibitors
The structural information gained from the asymmetric mimic the toroid shape and extend across the catalytic shape of the substrates could serve as a template for aspartic acid regions, they could effectively compete the design of a second generation of HAART drugs. with the natural substrates for HIV-1 protease.
The substrate recognition process has a further level In the crystallization of HIV-1 protease complexes, the bound ligand is often not uniquely oriented relative to the protease dimer in the fected patients undergoing treatment are often selected asymmetric unit. This lack of unique orientation results in structures atom were generated before the superposition. These water molecules, enumerated for each structure, are tabulated in Table 2 . The of complexes actually being averaged with the ligand oriented 50% in one direction and 50% in the other. To prevent this occurrence, ten table also lists the number of side chain-water interactions and backbone-water interactions. Subsequent to the superposition, wa-decameric peptides with sequences corresponding to the substrate sites within the Gag and Pol polyproteins were purchased from ters within 1.8 Å of each other were grouped. The distance criterion was relaxed up to 3.0 Å if the waters from different complexes Quality Controlled Biochemicals Inc. (QCB), Hopkinton, MA (Table  1 ). Since the protease recognizes an octomeric site, binding these were involved in a similar hydrogen bonding pattern. Thus, a water molecule was considered to be conserved between structures if it decameric peptides to the inactive protease should cause the peptide to protrude from either side of the active site, thereby differenti-was within 1.8 Å of the cluster waters from other structures and formed at least one common hydrogen bond or if it was within 3.0 Å ating one side of the homodimer from the other and hopefully influencing the orientation of the dimer within the crystal. and most of the hydrogen bonds it formed were the same as others in the cluster. In addition, the water molecules were visually inspected using MidasPlus [64] to avoid discrepancies. 
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